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The BFG 
Roald Dahl 

 

1. What is the witching hour? 
 It was that special time at night when all people are asleep and the “Dark Things” come 
out of hiding and have the world to themselves. 

2. When Sophie woke up during the “witching hour” and looked out the window, what did she 
see? 
 A giant, very tall and very thin, carrying a suitcase and a very long trumpet. 

3. When the giant stopped at the window of the Goochey children, what did he do? 
 He opened his suitcase, took out a glass jar, poured what was in the jar into the 
trumpet, and blew what was in the trumpet into the children’s room. 

4. Sophie ran and hid in her bed.  What did the giant do when he got to her window? 
 He snatched her up, blanket and all. 

5. When they got to the giant’s cave, what did Sophie think was going to happen? 
 She thought he was going to eat her. 

6. The giant told her about the other giants who ate “human beans”?  What kind of giant was he? 
 He was a Big Friendly Giant – the only one in Giant Country who did not eat “human 
beans”. 

7. Why did the giant say he snatched Sophie from the orphanage? 
 Sophie had seen him.  He thought if human beans saw him they would put him in a cage 
in a zoo. 

8. How many giants were there altogether? 
 Nine – he was the smallest – the runt. 

9. Why don’t the giants like “human beans” from Greece? 
 The “human beans” tasted all greasy. 

10. Who was the headmaster of the orphanage? 
 Mrs. Clonkers 

11. When the girls were punished, what did Mrs. Clonkers do to them? 
 She locked them in a dark cellar for a day and a night with nothing to eat or drink. 

12. What did the BFG tell Sophie he was blowing into the children’s bedrooms? 
 Lovely golden dreams 

13. What did the BFG want Sophie to help him get? 
 An elephant 

14. How does the BFG catch dreams? 
 With a huge net, then he stores them in his jars. 

15. What can the BFG hear with his giant ears? 
 All the sounds of the world.  “Human beans” can’t hear what he hears. 

16. What did the BFG eat since he never ate “human beans”? 
 He ate snozzcumbers. 
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17. When one of the big giants came to the BFG’s cave, Sophie hid in a snozzcumber.  What 
happened to her next? 
 The giant took a bite of the snozzcumber with her in it.  He spit it out and her too.  She 
landed in the BFG’s cloak. 

18. When Sophie got thirsty, she asked the BFG for water.  He gave her a frobscottle.  What is 
unusual about frobscottle? 
 The bubbles in frobscottle go down instead of up like Coke or Pepsi.  Instead of a burp 
from the bubbles, the noise came from the other end.  It was called a whizzpopper.  The BFG 
told Sophie it was the polite thing to do, that burping was rude. 

19. When the BFG and Sophie went dream hunting, what did the BFG accidently catch? 
 A nightmare – he closed the jar tightly and said he would never let it go. 

20. What did the BFG decide to do with the nightmare? 
 He blew it into one of the giants (Fleshlumpeater – an evil giant).  The giant had a 
terrible nightmare about Jack the Giant Killer. 

21. How were Sophie and the BFG going to get the giants to stop eating children? 
 They were going to tell the Queen of England.  They knew she wouldn’t believe them, so 
they mixed up a dream and have her dream it. 

22. When the BFG and Sophie took the dream to the Queen, where did Sophie ride? 
 The BFG swiveled his ear like a saucer and she rode on it being careful to talk under her 
breath so as not to hurt his ear. 

23. When the Queen woke up from her dream, where was Sophie sitting? 
 On the windowsill just like the Queen had dreamed.   

24. What were the headlines of the newspaper the morning after the Queen had her dream? 
 The newspaper headlines told of a boys’ school and a girls’ school having children 
disappear and bones were found outside the windows. 

25. After meeting with the BFG, what did the Queen invite Sophie and the BFG to do? 
 She invited them to have breakfast with her. 

26. What was the name of the Queen’s butler who prepared the ballroom for breakfast? 
 Mr. Tibbs 

27. What was the plan to catch the giants? 
 They would tie up the giants while they were napping, then lift them with helicopters 
and bring them to England. 

28. What else does the BFG want to bring back to the Palace? 
 His collection of dreams. 

29. When one of the giants woke up while they were trying to capture him, what did Sophie do to 
distract them? 
 She took the pin from the broach that the Queen gave her and stuck him in the ankle. 
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30. What did the BFG tell him the pain was? 
 The BFG told the giant he had been bitten by a snake. 

31. The Queen had a gigantic hole dug to put the giants in.  As the helicopters lowered the giants 
into the hole, who went down to untie them? 
 The BFG went to untie them, because giants won’t eat other giants. 

32. What did the BFG feed the giants from his sack? 
 Snozzcumbers 

33. The giant lived in the Palace and learned to read and write.  He wrote a book but didn’t put his 
name on it.  Why? 
 He was a very modest giant. 


